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NLMERICAL STUDIES OF ABLATION AND IONIZATION

OF RAILGUN

MATERIALS

N. M. Schnurr and J. F. Kerrisk
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
A prediction of the performance of a railgun,
that is, the rail current and projectile velocity
and position as functions of time, is a conbined
electrical and mechanical problem. The ratlgun
repesents an electrical load whose properties
vary with projectile position. Many predictions
of railgun performance have been done, ranging
from simplified calculations of projectile
velocity and position from a known total current
to more complex calcula ions of rail current and
projectile performance.1 Performance models
have tended to overestimate projectile velocities. This has been accounted for in the models
by using effective values of the rail inductance
gradient, wh?ch is used to calculat~ the force
on the projectile from the current, or by
using empirical friction losses.s The behavior
of the arc is another area in which many simplifying assumptions have been used in performance
models.

Abstract
—.
The intense radiation from the arc in a railqun I:my cause vaporization and partial ionization
The mass of
of r,iil and insulator material.
I!laterialadded to the arc can have a significant
adverse effect on projectile velocity.
A numerical model has been develoDed to predict the
chan(]? in mass of the arc as a function of
SeVeI-ll par-meters.
That model has been incorporat~}d in the Los Alamos Railgun Estimator
(LARGE) code and simulations have been run to
assess the accuracy of the model. Analytical
predlctllns were fmjnd to be in good agreement
with ,?xp,rimcntal data for railgun tests run at
[0s r.lmos.
.Abl~tio7]appears to have a significant effect on railgun performance.
Introduction
,idllquns

(el(~ctroulagnetic accelerators)

(j(?vl.e~,ih,it,drl-$.l:rdte

are

proJcct!lt5 by the !nt.cr

The LOS AIMXX !?e!!gunEstimator (iARsE) is
a performance model that was written to calculate
rail current and projectile velocity and position from a description of the power supply and
railgun.s LARGE has been used to design railgun tests and analyze data taken durtng tests.4
It can model a capacitor bank, large i:lductances
in the power supply, explosively driven magiieticflux compression generators (MFCGS), and various
railgun configurations such as square bore, round
bore, staged systems, or dtstribtitedsystems. An
attfxnptwas made in writing LARGE to use as few
empirical models W parameters as poss’ble within
the constraints of a fast-running code. To tl,is
extent, all rail inductances ano resistances are
calculated from a physical description of the
rails. A calculated rail inductance gradient
(high-frequencylimit) i used to determir? the
force on the projectile~ i>tirsatesof how
current diffusion changes rail inductan e and
i
resistance with time are also incll~ded.
Simple, empirical models were employed in two
areas: for the pl~ma armature and for friction
betwewl the projectile and bore walls. The arc
is modeled electrically az a voltage drop that
varies from a few hundred volts at low current
to about 5CVIvolts at 1 MA. This model was
developed from muzzle-voltage measurements on
railyun tests at Los Alamos. The electrical
modvl of the arc in LARGE will require further
work. A simplified model of friction between
the projectile and bore walls was added to LARGE
when It became obvious that measured projectile
velocities were always less than predict~d, even
if the actual rail current was used, Good agreement between measured and calculated velocities
was obtained by introducing a friction parameter
that discarded a constant portion (normally
20-40%) of the accelerating force during the
calculation. However, this model was somewhat
arbitrary b~csuse no independent means of calculating friction effects wds found,

action of ~n electric current and a magnetic
fi,,li.
h schmdtlc diagram of a railgun is shown
if]FII;. i, Th(, l],~sicelements include two parallel ,tdtiondry co,iductors (rails that are bridged
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Recently, Parker7 su q~sted that the most
significant loss in a raf ~qun is that caused by
oblotlon of the rails or sidewall material. He
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Radiation flux from the surfece of a semlinfintte body of high-temper~ture gas at uniform
temperature is given by

postulates that the extremely large radiant
fluxes from tht arc couse evaporation dnd subsequent ionization of material, which is then
rhis additional mass must
added to the arc.
also be accelerated so that the finiil velocity
is lower than in a case with no ablation.

q=oT4

The objective of the work sunsnariz<d in this
paper was to develop a model that could accurately predict the change in mass of the arc and to
into the LARGE code.
incorporate th?t calculation
This model will replace the empirical friction
,nociel currently
in 1ARGE.

where o is the Stefan-Bolt
is theplasma temperature.~Yn;o;O%a%n~~do;
temperatures of interest here (T > 10 000 K),
the mean free path for radiation Is nxschsmaller
than the charac eristlc cross-stream dimension
of the railgun.4 We therefore use equatfon
(3) to calculate the radiant energy flux from
the arc.

The Ablation Model
Tne physical processes occurring in the arc
of a railgun are extremely complex, so some simA complete descripplifications are nxessary.

~artitiunicg of Radiant Ener~

tion wouil require a three-dimensionaltransient
solution of the const?rvationof mass, energy,

A portion of the radiant energy striking the
coq?er rails goes into vaporizing materials, ~nd
the remainder is absorbed Uy the rails. A separate analysis was performed to estimate the
partitioning of radiant energy. EXPLO, a onedimensional conduction code developed by
D. L. Jaeger,12 was used for these calculations. Initia] Calculations
indicated that for
the magnitude of heat fluxes of interest here,
the surface temperature of the copper reached
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shorter than the flux residence time. we
therefore neglected that initial phase of the
conduction process and solved the problem shown
schematically in Fi
2. Ue assure that the
material ‘s uniform‘1”
y at the vaporization temperature at some depth. ll~enwe cotnputeIL, the
quantity of energ,ytransferred Into the liquld
and solid material as a function of time. The
rem~ining energy, ~R - ~L vaporizes dmass
of material

momentum, Maxwell’s equations, and several
auxiiiary relations,
The equations are t,ighly
nonlinear because of the radiati n effects and
the ioniz~tioll equations.
McNab i carried out
,]n analysi~ rlvgldcting spatial variations of
i,r,:\\llre
an~i t,wrpcrdture that gave reasonable
t,sti;:ldtesof the properties of the arc.
More
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Model for ablation analysis.

SOLID

n -

and Q are the thermal conductivity and
respectively, 11 is the initial
temperature of the material, and t is the residence time of the arc. The shape of the OL vs
t curve, which was obtained by applying the EXPLO

where

K

nl

(lo)

, and

+ nz + nn

diffusivity,

code to the problem, including meltin9, was
nearly identical to equatiOn (5). The results
of th(> analysis for copper may be expressed as

where n represents a nutier density fDer cubic
meter) and c is an ionization pote;t{al. The
subscripts 1 and 2 refer to single and double
ionization and the subscripts n and e refer to
neutral atoms and electrons, respectively. The
statistical weight, Gi, is the ratio of the
partition functions Pi/Pi-l, where i refers
to the level of ionization. The synbol k represents Eoltzmann’s constant. The values of n and
T are assumed known. Simultaneous solution of
equations (8)-(11) leads to a fourth order polynomial that is solved by an iterative procedure
to determine nl, n2, ne, and nn.

(5)

Ttle oth?r

materials

surrcundirlg

the

arc

are

have thermal conductivities two orders of magnitude lower than that
insul~ting

mdterials

that

of cc~>per.
we assume that all radiation absorbed
hy those materials goes into ablation.
The
radi~nt energy exchange between the arc and a
surrounding surface is given by

fl~,j

=

OA

FA,j(l’4

-

T~,

j)At

The method of calculating the degree of ionization and specific energy for each constituent
is based on the principle of partial volumes. The
total number of particles of each constituent is
conmted from

(7)

,

(11)

ne=nl+2n2,

where A is the effective surface area of thf arc
illldTv j is the vaporization
temperature for
.
surf ace j.
This assumes all Surf?’;es are
radiatively
black.

(12)

(5) is the
j-esi.lence
time for the arc. This is computed on
the basis of the length and veloclty of the arc
it a given time.
lhp tinw, t , for. use in equation

where mi and Mi are the mass and molecular
weight, respectively, and A is Avagadro’s number.
Partial volumes are computed from

lonizdti,)n
and Specific Lnerg y Calculations
.——
—-——
L dvtaile(l dnalysis of the behavior of a
J]astic (Lexan, “or example) as it is he~ted
di)ul(!bc qlJitc rIMIplex.
We Ire able to bypass
,]art of t, is probl,?m, however, because the tem:Jerature l.) th,? arc is so high that th! matter
contt lined in the arc may be ~ssumed dissociated
into e]empntal chemical species,
It is then

Vi = V’9i/ENi

,

where V’ is the arc volume.

possible
to (Icterlllincthe specific
energy
that
must be addwl to d plastic of known composition
to produce d gds consisting of elemental atoms,

(13)
Then

is used to compute the number density of atoms
for use in equation (10).

de U,,J this a~)proach to calculate a “VapOriZdtiolri (Jn(!rq-vfor the insulating side walls,
It
is tll~’nuec~’5sary to perform an ionization analysis !() detcrmirlp !.h~ degreo nf ionization and
r(,$lJ]tifl(~
%l\PCifiC {)llI?rqyfor each constituent
fit hll.]hvrt.wnt)t’rdtur~s.

The specific energy for each constituent is
computed from

ej - [cl(nl + n2) + c2(n2)]ivi/mi
we

assure

thtztatoms in the arc may be, at

1110$
!, (lou!~ly iu!lized. Preliminary calculations
have shown th,jt for temperatures Up to 40 000K,

+ ev$i +cv, i(T-

th? tltmlb,,r
of trlply ionized particles will be
quit,
v small
1, Tho degree of ionization is
comr)llted
for rd(h cn~!mical species from the
SOl(jtlon of the following set of
~imlllt,lnl~[~ll<
fIq IIdt

x

1(1-15

Gl

T

iip T

-cl/kT
8

(u)

e

(15)

v

(9)

The pressure in the arc varies from a h{gh
value at the projectile surface to essentially
zero at the free surface of the arc, The
pressure at the projectile is determined by a
ma netic force calculat~on in LARCE. Oetailed
ca?culations of the axial variation of pressure
performed by Powell and Battehg indicate that

-c2/k T

312

-]’1

‘1 x 10

3/2 e

,

where ev
is the specific heat and Tv
is
the vapor
‘1zation temperature. Values 6 I ionization potential and statistical wetghts were
obtained from Refs. 14 ana 15.
Thermophysical
property data were taken from Ref. 15,

iotls.

4

Tv,i)

3

.

plus arc mass in LARGE has been modified to ccnform with equation (19).

the pressur2
varies
approximately
linearly in
the a~ial direction, We therefore Select Onehalf the pressure at the projectile surface as
the average drc pressure, P.
~is
is used with
the equtitldn

of

Results

state

[)‘:I = fiTkl

LARGE, with the arc-ablation model, was used
to calculate the performance of a number of Los
AlaMOS railgun teStS where sufficient diagnostic
data were available to allow comparison between
calculation and experiment. In a test on
October 26, 1982, a 1.13+n-long,
square-bore
(12.7 x 12.7mm) railgun was used to accelerate
a 4.$-9 projectile from an inittal zero velocA capacitor bank charged to 0.2 MJ and
ity.
a 3-m-long MFCG (76.2+un-wideplates with 76.2-4Irm
separation were used to power the railgun. Two
calculations or rail current and projectile
velocity and position as functions of time were
do,lefor this test. In the first ctilculation,
the mass of the projectile plus fuse was assumed
to be constant; this calculation was called ideal
because no friction or other loss mechanism was
accounted for. In the second calculation, the
arc-ablation model described in this PaPer was
employed. Figure 3 shows a plot of calculated
ano measured rail current for this test. The
ca?elllat.ed
c~rrent labeled ideal is well below
the measured current in the 400-600 US time
rangp, This occurs because in the ideal calculation the projectile velocity is larger than

(lb)
The symbol NT

V’.

to calculate
the arc VG1-m
represents
the t.OL~[ numbe~

of particles in the
of the arc length is obtained

arc.
An estimate
by d],,i,ling V’ IIy ti~f!
the

railqun

cru:;-jectional area

Of

bore.

Subro(ftine ARCMASS
.—.—

and Modifications

to LARGE

/,subroutine that l’rforms the calculations
dlscu:sef! atmve WJS de~eloped fur Incorporation
Initial data required in
in thv LARGE code.
AJ?CM~,SSincludu thr IIIJSSof the fuse (ini’_ial
view factors,
io,,ization
arc ma$s) and radiation
(i~t.a, and tilt’f-!!ionll.ysicdl
property
data for all
matur:a]s.
Lbroutine
ARCMASS is called once
inputs from the L/UiGE code to
for tact] timustep.
ARCMA\S include values of current arc, voltage
[!rop.projectile velocity and acceleration,
maqll,,tlc force,

and len!~th of the time step.

l’.idi~tlt~n,~xchaout:sbetween the arc and other
In!
CIIIIIp IJt&\
using equation
7), tquati,),,,(I,) ,Ind (6) aro l,s~d to ffnd the energy
f%ss
additions are calcutdll~,ol”l)t(l
I)v
ttl(,
raj
1s.
l?,t,?,:
from ,~qljatlun (4) for copper and from a
C,IIIH1
I !! ~IWI(Itl,~Il
(with OL . O) for the l,lsula!ors.
s calcurlnallv, a now arc temperature
Id:(,,:IJ,V,] trial and error procedure.
A new
:twll)t
ra[lIrlI 1~ ,IssImIe(land the tonizat on eauatlor’ (!{)-(11) arc ,olved to ~eterm{ne
the degree
of i,,lllati,ll III (J{i(:h
material,
The specific

:IId~(, I I,IIS

,IIILIr,,,Y
Of C,lctlcons tlttlent and

total

drc

the

down

total 11.ductancefrom the rails and a lows!r
curre~?. The calculated current labeled arcablation model shows much better agrmement with
the observed current. Figure 4 shows a plot of
the projectile poSitiOn as a function of time.
The indiv;d~:’ points show pozitions measured by
~agnQtiLy-~b:! :1’?m-lalong the axis of the
rails, lhe agreement between the calculated
position using the arc-ablation model and the
measured position is quite good. The final
velocity calculated using the ideal assumption
is 5,6 km/s compared with 4.2km/s usiig the

energy

It ttl~,CIId of the tillw step is found from equatiu!l (15).
TIlc arc temperature is adjusted imd
is rvl)(:at.~:d
unt(l the energy b~l t.llisl~ruc.c~,!,

aticc, l~(~llatinrl
(2), is satisfied,
!’!
; ori(ll,l,~llvwritten
tcr

I ARGE d]ri not

variati~rl~, III !IL III,ISS
accel~-ated.

measured vcloclty; the projectile is further
the gun at a given time resulting in more

account
A sim-

[]1it I.!,!v(,t.~i~irl
t)f ii~,wt[)rl’s
in’,v

“’”~—
[Ill;
I 1,,, n\!,,!, Wtl!,
rt ‘ I, force, 10 is the OlilSS
,1(’(
( 11,
rat f:d, (1 i5 ,Ill,l(,t’ation,v is velocity,
:{ llo,il,’(,~,
, if thv mass acc(2ler11111 ‘
1$
ti(lk!,
,IfI,,
I (,111varv,
t.h,
(.{lrroct
formation
is

(!(l!lv)/fill ,.,(rlv/,it)

+ v((jt/1/(jt)
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Current vs time for October 26,
1982 test.
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26,

in the arc as it passes under the probe. Thus,
only those portions of the arc that carry significant amounts of current would be sensed by
the probes. The sharp rise in calculated arc
length, from 530-600 us (see Fig. 6), corresponds
tn the

tiflc When

total

CIJI’r’eIIt
is tieLI’edSifiY

Fig. 3)
The calculated position of the
back of the ~rc actually moves back toward the
breech during this periol. Another railgun
test, which was similar to the test described
above, was conducted cm September 23, 1982,
Comparisons between calculated (using the arcablation model) and measured rail current and
projectile positicn as a function of time are
similar to those shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
(see

In another test, conducted on August 5, 1982,
a 0,!i3-m-long,round-bore (16-mm diameter) railgun was used to accelerate
all 18,5-g projectile
frcvnan Initial zero velecity. The capacitor
bdnk was charged to C.3 MJ and supplled a
3-m-lon~ MFCG (76.2-mm-wideplates with 76.2-mm
separation), Again, two calculations were done,
an ideal calculation and a calculation using the
arc-ablation model. Figure 7 shows a plot of
projectile position as isfunction of time for
this test, The difference between the ideal
calculated position and the measured position is
smaller than that seen in Fig, 4. The position
calculated using the arc-ablation model is again
in good agreement with the measured position,
The final mass accelerated is about 30 greater
than the initial mass. Althou$;lthe absolute
mass gain from ablatlon In this test (about 6 q)
is greater than the gain In the October 26, 1987,
test (about 4.5 g), the gain in this test is a
smaller percentage of the in{tial mass and thus
causes a smaller devt~l.{onfrom the ideal (no
mass gain) calculation. The final veloctyc alculated using the ldeel assumption is 3.25 kmls
comparr!dwith 2,89 km/s using the arc-ablation
model.

.0

l“, (,,

L.

Jr’c-dl)ldtl{)ll

T)tdi n!(lssdecelerated ‘#s tirrw!for
1~ tnl]~,r?(J, 1987 test.
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Figure

ttl(>!O1,II 111,1$>
,lr~eleratt?d

5 shows a plot of

Calculated
using
lnlttal mass is the
f~use. IMring
the
inltlal
!)(1uS,
essentially
no mass Is addt!d 5e(;,lu\~Ittl(,current
is relatively
low.
The final
IIS

The
the ,lrc-{]l~ldti(~’l
rmtcl.
6,2.1: pr[)~(!(:tileplus 0.07-g

IIIJSI,
,Kcvl(?rdted
is almost double
the fnit.ial
(l!<l\s
. ~I(IIIrII6 shows a plot of arc length as
C,II(IIIIIIII(l
Ilsinq the arc-ablation
11111(1
i(lllof Limo.
Two estimates

model

as

a

of arc lecgth,
m,~(ltfrom m,lqoetic probes located along the
The calculated arc
rdi l,!, ,lr~,!11S() Stll)wfl,
lLIIIUIh\ ,lr(’m(lch qruater
than the measured
V,ll(,l’$, This COIII(I result from an underestimating nf t.ht’avrr,lq(’ pressure
in the arc by the
Ioo(ll,l
, 01- it,CIIIJld indicate tt]jt the measurements

These comparisons indicate that the arcablation model provtdes an excellent replacement
for the empirical friction model that had been
used in LARGE. The arc-ablation model has the

The measured arc
do not scrlsl~tht? Put ire arc,
l~~rll]ths
Jr{I tlorivu(lfrnm mllqnetic ffelcl measuremt,rll,,
m,~d(?with [Irol]!,s
thdt sense current flow

5

velccity calculated using the arc-ablatlon model
(v) to the ideal (no mass gain) velocity (vi).
The effect of’ablation is greater on projectiles
of smaller mass; in this case a 5-g projectile
attains on?y about half of its ideal final velocity. Because of the relatively long acceleration
times (1300 IISfor a 5-g projectile to 4400 IIS
for a 160-g projectile) and high currents, the
mass ablated is large (from about 8 g for a 5.g
projectile to about 45 g for a 160-g projectile)
compared with the tests described above. The
results presented in Fig. 8 depend strongly on
the assumptions about railgun length, rail current, acceleration time, and initial projectile
velocity. Although they are not universally
applicable, they do show the trend of increasing
effect of ablation as the initial projectile
mass decreases.
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Conclusions
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A model has been developed to predict the
rate of ablation and increase in mass of the arc
for arrarc-driven railgun. This model has been
incorporated in tne LARGE code that is used to
predict the performance of various typeS of
railguns. Analytical predictions are found to
be in good agreement with experimental results
for railgun tests conducted at Los Alamos.

Projectile positicn vs time for
fiuoust 25, 1982 test.

The results obtained here indicate that the
ablation of rail and insulator material can have

/~ ,,,rl,,~ ,11 I ,Il,:ulatiuns

was

done to show the

a significant adverse effect on raflgun performance.
The effect is greater for small masses

,1’jlatlollon the final velocity
of
;Ir(~~,,l
[1 Ifs {IT v,]fi,]uk 11,
dsjej,
For tlie ~dlcula+ , ,,,
:,, i }Il,ltl..l,l,illct]rlce
power supply
(about 20

“,tt,.1

,,1~)A u

1 f

IV(

uj[l

.,)[,.14/11,

to p[>wer d 10-m-long railgun
t, ifII-t~
{Iradient.
For these

accelerated to very high velocities than for
large masses accelerated to moderate velocities.
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